“All complaints about Wi-Fi have
dropped off since the upgrade. We actually
even received a compliment about how
good it was.”

Reliable Wi-Fi is number 1
for Big4 MacDonnell Range
Holiday Park, NT.
“All complaints about Wi-Fi have dropped off since the
upgrade. We actually even received a compliment about how
good it was.” Fiona Johannsen- Administration Manager,
Big4 MacDonnell Range Holiday Park, Alice Springs.
For many Big4 Holiday Park properties, providing Wi-Fi to
guests is as important as hot water and good plumbing –
it’s just expected that Wi-Fi is part of the service. Even more
importantly for travellers to the remote parts of Australia
where there is often no coverage between towns; having
reliable Wi-Fi at your destination is a priority.

Case Study 1

Introduction
Having successfully deployed Fortinet Wi-Fi across all RACV
Resorts and Clubs, TekSupport approached BIG4 Holiday Park
group at the same time as Big4 McDonnell Range Holiday
Park in Alice Springs was looking for a Wi Fi solution, as they
had continually been receiving complaints about the reliability
of their service.
It was agreed to progress with a test case on providing
Wi-Fi in remote locations at Big4 McDonnell Range Holiday
Park; a perfect opportunity to demonstrate the flexibility of
the Fortinet products combined with the experience gained
supporting RACV Resorts.
Success in the Alice would be proof of a solution for other
Holiday Parks experiencing similar problems in less extreme
locations.

Details

Fortinet products used

This property covers 11 hectares with 4 amenity blocks,
4 camp kitchens, 5 laundries, pools, playground, gymnasium,
supermarket, fuel station and a Tour Desk. It has over 400
caravan sites and a range of on-site accommodation. During
peak season, there could be 1000 people and more than
1000 devices on site. Off season, guest numbers change
and management reduce the facilities open and available.

Fortinet WLC50D wireless LAN Controller
Fortinet AP822e access points (10 plus 1 spare)
Fortigate 90D PoE Firewall

They needed a system that could supply a continuous Wi-Fi
service to guests wherever they were on the property and
change its throughput to manage the demand should all these
devices need Wi-Fi service at the same time or when demand
was low. Fortinet automatically adapts to changes in demand,
in real time, making it the best solution for these variations.

Challenges
The size of the Big4 MacDonnell Range Holiday Park was the
biggest challenge for the Melbourne TekSupport team; yet
the Fortinet functionality made the solution easy. The goal
was to achieve continuous Wi-Fi coverage in all outdoor areas
(coverage inside metal cabins and caravans was not part of
the scope of this project.)
Through careful choices and clever use of existing landmarks
on the property, the Teksupport team created a cost-effective
Wi-Fi net over the entire Holiday Park. The Fortinet Wireless
LAN Controller takes control of all access points in real time
to create one virtual cell, unlike other products that only offer
multi-cell architecture. This means that when a guest moves
from one location on the property to another, they can do so
without moving out of range maintaining a seamless Wi-Fi
connection. Management can also continue to offer free
Wi-Fi thanks to a Fortigate firewall that manages traffic
and bandwidth fairly across every device.
Daily Park management and maintenance requirements are
also supported by the new system as TekSupport delivered
a split network providing a customised network for Park
administration separate to the guest network. In this way Park
management are guaranteed Wi-Fi coverage regardless of
how many guests are online at one time.

Deployment
Once the initial difficulties with the newly available NBN were
rectified and the link to the Internet was stabilised; installation
of the wireless access points and Omni-directional antennae
across the property took just over 5 days.
There was no need for long lengths of optical fibre cable, no
digging, no interruptions, no loss of sales and no inconvenience
to the staff or guests. The TekSupport team came up with a
design that could be scaled up or down depending on
occupancy rates and the areas of the Park in use.

Benefits /results
Streamlining check in
The Wi-Fi upgrade has not only improved the guest experience,
it has enabled us to work towards integrating the new
infrastructure with our booking system. This will streamline the
check in process and reduce waiting times. Where currently
front desk allocate and print out a Wi-Fi access code, in the
future the onboarding process will be simplified by using the
Unique Reservation Number as the user name enabling individual
users to onboard themselves and still be monitored and controlled.
Staff efficiency
The same equipment also has the potential to provide an office
phone extension number to a mobile device so Front office can
transfer a call to a team member on site rather than radio
them back to the office to take the call.
Innovate and grow with ease
As the business grows, there are now opportunities for
MacDonnell Ranges Holiday Park to leverage off the IT
architecture in place and further improve Park management
and communication procedures. For example, iPads could
easily be connected to current accommodation software for
Management, maintenance and housekeeping on the go.
No waiting for support
Although Melbourne based, the Tek Support team travelled
to Alice Springs for the initial installation and recruited a local
Electrician and IT Technician to provide immediate personal
support. Fortinet Support then provides 24-hour phone
support and advanced hardware replacement and Park
management are advised of any changes or requirements
as Teksupport provide daily usage reports to monitor
peak periods.
“We upgraded from ADSL and the change has been
significant to all of us. Right from the beginning, the
communication between all parties was excellent. Rob from
Teksupport spent time to research and understand our
Park and our situation.
We said YES to be a test case because Rob was so easy
to talk to and explained everything well. The cost was
significant but not unusual for such an important service.
It’s worth every cent. I’m not that technical so the support
afterwards is excellent and he takes the time to go the extra
mile and explain it for me. The fact that he is always available
is important for us as we are so remote.” Fiona Johannsen
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